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a third way is to hire a professional manuscript copyist. they are not necessarily difficult to find, but
there is a fair amount of work that goes into hiring a copyist. some organizations offer free sample

copies while others you'll need to pay a hefty retainer. the problem is that neither of these is a
perfect way to go. you can do it yourself, but you'll need to invest a lot of time and energy. hire a
copyist and pay them a professional rate and they can come in and save you a lot of effort. and

finally, there is the next best thing: another seeder. a node (on the torrent network) that has
uploaded a file that someone else is now offering to download. all you need is a torrent client to add
that seed and begin another trickle of file pieces. but, it's not as easy as one would think. there is a

bit of work involved and it will take a while to get things flowing. it's like spreading a seed in the
grass. the grass has to be wet enough for the seeds to germinate and eventually begin to grow. so,

first step, you need to be on the torrent-site and get a username and a/c. then, you need to
download the client into your computer. this can be through the download site

(https://www.rutracker.org/) or through a torrent site (the replacement for bittorrent). through the
site, you'll need to find a seed (a person who has uploaded the file you want). then, you'll need to
add that seed to your personal torrent client that you already have and get going! the torrent site
pages are pretty easy to use and so is the client. for example, this is the listing for the first book in

the series:
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